SISTERHOOD FOR PLANETARY WATER RITES
AND THE NEW EARTH TIMES NEWSLETTER
MARCH 2012
Greetings to All! Happy Spring! We have entered a time of New
Beginnings, of planting the seeds of Intention and Inspiration which we
will nourish and nurture Lovingly throughout the coming months. What
is Inspiring you this Spring to “plant”? Perhaps taking a step forward
regarding that creative endeavor you have been holding on to? Maybe
spending more SoulSelf time in Nature? Whatever it may be, get going!
On that note there are some upcoming amazing events that need to be
mentioned here….

A group of Sisters from France are arranging to join the 13
Indigenous Grandmothers in Montana this Summer. These Sisters are
from the Sisterhood of Planetary Water Rites. They intend to be a part
of the Council from July 26th until the 28th.(The Council will meet until
the 29th). This gathering of the Grandmothers is in honor of
Grandmother Margaret Behan and all her Cheyenne-Arapaho people (as
stated on their website, http://www.grandmothers
council.org/events). It will take place at the Northern Cheyenne
Reservation, Lame Deer, Montana. The topic at this gathering is
Gratitude Brings Freedom. There is a list of ongoing happenings in
April and through July on the website, so take a peek.
Earth Day celebrations will be taking place all around the world
next month. On April 22nd, Sunday, there will be such a celebration at
the Dragon’s Egg Studio in Ledyard, Connecticut. At 1 pm there will be
“Earth Day Egg”. I am not familiar with the details of what this includes,
but you are welcome to go to the website
http://www.dragonseggstudio.org/ to find out more.
This month, Marilyn, whose Messages appear on the website
onenessforall.com, allowed us to share the most recent of Messages as
channeled through her by the Arcturian Group:
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MARCH 11, 2012
Dear ones, we come to tell you of the light we see eminating from
your planet in an ever increasing intensity. So many are awakening
and beginning to understand the bigger picture. So many are
beginning to see through the lies and games of those who wish to
keep you in bondage and ignorant of your true selves . Do not get
hung up on the fear and negativity you may become aware of, but
instead try very hard to use that which you become aware of for
practice in keeping your energy and consciousness immersed in
truth, for this is what will change world consciousness. Your energy
of light affects those around you and then will affect the next for
all are actually ONE.
In oneness you do not lose your individuality, but begin to
understand that all individuals are within and of the ONE. Many
fear losing their individuality as they evolve because this concept
has been presented in some teachings and when understood through
an third dimensional consciousness, it could be interpreted that way.
The truth is that each of you is a vital piece within the whole
(Omnipresent Divine Consciousness) much like a jigsaw puzzle with
each piece being very important.
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The time is drawing very close when you will see and hear
information directly, dear ones. Many of those watching, are
awaiting the correct time to appear and help, but world energy is
not yet ready. There are still many living in the old energy of fear,
not quite ready to accept the reality of other nations upon other
planets. Much is taking place that you know nothing about because
your news does not tell you everything, however that will also
change.
This is a grand time for all privileged to be on earth. Many have
come simply to assist in your transformation to a higher dimensional
planet. Many of your children are here with no karma or third
dimensional lessons to be learned, but simply to add their light to
the process. Try not to push these unusual children into the
conventional boxes that society often wishes to place people in, for
in doing so you confuse and hold back these dear ones. Much of what
seems important to the third dimensional consciousness, resonates
as obsolete and irrelevant to these evolved souls--however, not yet
fully mature, they can't quite figure out why they are different.
Parents need to understand that these children need love,
acceptance, and guidelines. Never talk down to or use old outdated
modes of discipline with them for this will cause them to simply
shrink back from what they do not resonate with but also do not yet
understand. Many of those termed "ADD" are simply bored as they
have already evolved beyond what they are expected to be learning
in mostly obsolete school systems.
We wish to talk to you about ascension. Many believe that ascension
means a sudden lifting with lots of fan fare into a new world.
Ascension is a gradual awakening process. As your consciousness
becomes enlightened with ever more truth, it manifests as an ever
more enlightened world. Your job is to keep practicing, which means
living each truth you become aware of, centering within, and
connecting with your higher selves through meditation. This process
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begins to bring all parts together as one--the higher self, soul, and
individuality and this comprises your journey to becoming an
enlightened being.
Meditation is important because it opens the door to your higher
self and says, "I am ready, give me more". It demonstrates an
intention to evolve and allows more truth and information to flow to
you. Often an individual will experience some new awareness at a
later date and often when least expected, but each new awareness
represents the fruitage from the opening of spiritual channels
through meditation. Mediation does not have to be the difficult and
structured experience that most of you have been taught. Those
techniques were necessary in order to move a student from heavy
third dimensional energy into the higher frequencies but those
higher frequencies are now here. Try not to look at meditation as a
difficult chore, but simply as the activity of resting in the space
between thoughts in an awareness of "I and the father are one".
This then establishes your connection, and these moments will get
longer as you practice.
Many of you are feeling the higher frequencies intensely now and
are beginning to experience a sense of detachment from the things
and people in your lives. Try not to force yourself back into how
things were before, believing that this sense of detachment means
you no longer love this person or that. It simply means you are
graduating--moving beyond the need for anything outside of
yourself. The bonds that have held you in a false sense of the world
are dissolving. Detachment does not mean a lack of love, it means a
lack of bondage to something or someone. Love then becomes more
clean and pure; not based on some perceived personal need.
This false sense of love still pervades many of your relationships
whether of family, marriage, or friendship. It manifests as an
individual's need for others to be, say, or do, exactly as the
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individual believes they should in order to be loveable or to satisfy
some imagined and very skewed concept of love. This false sense of
love simply serves to people push away, for all souls feel the need to
be free, to be loved and validated for who they are.
Unconditional love is a love without strings and allows freedom of
expression to all. To hold another in bondage to one's concepts,
needs, desires or expectations is not love. This is the lesson of
detachment; the realization that all are already whole, complete,
and perfect and that nothing or no one outside of yourself can
change that.
You are learning the true meaning of love which is the connecting
energy between all facets and expressions of ONE OMNIPRESENT,
OMNISCIENT, OMNIPOTENT DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS. We
are the Arcturian Group 3/11/12

Wishing everyone Peace and Abundant well-being this Spring and
always! ~ ELIF
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